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by 
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Abstract 
Assume V = L • By a result of Jensen~ there is a Souslin 
tree. If T is any Souslin tree, then l!! has an w 1 -branchlf!B(~) 
= ~ where B(~) is the complete boolean algebra determined by 
T • We show that if it E (w+1) !J [w 1 ,w2 } , n > 0 , then there is 
a Souslin tree T = !(it) such that !I! has exactly ~ w1-brenches!fB(1'd 
= ~ • 
Preliminaries 
1, We work in ZFC throughout, and use the usual notation and 
conventions. 
d6noted by 
The 
L . ('j, 
a'th level in the constructible hierarchy is 
For further details concerning constructibility, 
we refer the reader to Devlin [1]. In particular, chapter 3 of 
C1J supplies a proof of the following elementary fact: 
Lemma 1 
Assume V = L • If M-< L , then M = L for some a, _< w1 • w1 a, 
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If M-<. L , then M n L = L for s orne a. _:: w 1 • w2 w1 a. 
In addition to lemma 1, we assume familiarity with the conden-
sation lemma and the proof that V = L implies CH , as des-
cribed in chapter 2 of [1]. 
2. A ~ is a poset ~ = <T,~T) such that for any x E T , 
"' [y E T I y <T X} X = is well-ordered by <T • 
I A \ is called the height of in T ,, x, <T • X 
level of T is the set T = [x E T ! ht(x) 0'.. 
the restriction of T to the set U T p<a, p • 
The order-type of 
ht(x). The a.'th 
= a.} . Tla denotes 
"'' 
A branch of T is 
an initial segment of T which is linearly ordered by <T • If 
a branch has order-type a. , it is an a.-branch. An antichain 
of T is a pairwise incomparable subset of T • 
"' 
Let 
A tree T is a A-tree if: (i) a < A ~ T I ¢ ; (ii) 
0'.. 
(iii) IT I < w ; (iv) 
a. -
for each a. < A , if a.+1 < A 
and x E T there are at least two points in T lying above 
a. a+1 
x in T ; (v) if 
T3 lying above x in T 
A A 
and x E T 
(l there is a point in 
(vi) if a. < A , lim(a.) and x,y 
E Ta. , then x = y iff x = y • An Aronszajn tree is an w1-tree 
with no w1-branches. It is provable in ZFC that there is an 
Aronszajn tree. A Souslin tree is an w1-tree with no uncountable 
antichain. It is provable in ZFC that every Souslin tree is 
Aronszajn. However, the existence of Souslin trees is undecidable 
in ZFC (see Jech C2]). In ZFC , one can construct, besides 
Aronszajn trees, m1-trees with exactly ,. ,'\. w1-branches, where 
is any cardinal less than w2 • 1~ w1-tree with w2 w1-branches 
is called a Kurepa tree. The existence of Kurepa trees is unde-
cidable in ZFC (see Jech [3]). If V = L , then both Souslin 
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trees and Kurepa trees exist (see [1] or C3]). 
3. We assume a reasonable acquaintance with the method of forcing, 
as described in Jech ~2], for example. In particular, the follow-
ing result is assumed knoM1: 
Lemma 2 
Let T be a Souslin tree, JB = JB(T) 
,....., 
the complete boolean algebra 
determined by T . 
'"" 
Then and VOB) v have the same cardinals 
and cofinality function and the same subsets of w • Furthermore 9 
!l.i has an w1-branch!f18 = 11 , so in V(JB) , 
y 
T is an w1-tree with 
at least one w1-branch, and in particular therefore, is not a 
Souslin tree. 
In order to prove lemma 2, one simply observes that JB satisfies 
the countable chain condition, is (w,oo)-distributive, and a sub-
T will be V-generic for T ~ust in case G is an 
This last remark gives rise to the subject mat-
ter of this paper.. Suppose we take a Souslin tree, ! , and form 
a generic extension of the universe by the introduction of an ar-
bitrary w1-branch of T • How many other branches can/must T 
gain in the process? We show that, in L , there are Souslin 
trees which realise all possibilities here. In particular, we 
can find a Souslin tree T such that is a Kurepa tree 11 • 
This is the only example "~Ne know of where a Kurepa tree is con-
structed by forcing with a c.c.c. algebra. However, this does 
not preclude the possibility that all c.c.c. algebras preserve 
the statement "There are no Kurepa trees 11 , since our proof makes 
implicit use of the fact that there is a Kurepa tree in L • This 
fact may have some relevance to the open problem: whether it is 
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consistent with ZFC that there are (simultaneously) no Souslin 
trees and no Kurepa trees. 
Construction of a Souslin Tree in L 
All of our constructions will be variations of Jensen's original 
construction of a Souslin tree in L • This construction is pro-
bably well known to the reader, but to save time later on we shall 
ask him to bear with our repeating it (in outline) once more here. 
Theorem 3 (Jensen). 
Assume V = L • Then there is a Souslin tree. 
Proof: Construct an w1-tree T = (w 1 ,~T) by recursion on the 
levels. The construction will make a <T 6 ... a< 8 , and will 
be carried out so that at each stage a , Tr~ is an a-tree. 
"" 
Set T = [0 1 . If T is defined, obtain T by appoin-0 a a+1 
ting two new ordinals to extend each ordinal in T Finally, 
a 
suppose lim( a.) and T ~a is ,...._ defined. Let f(a) be the 
least limit ordinal s such that T ~Cl 
"" ' 
E Ls and LsI= n ct is 
countable" . Let G be the set of all Lf(a)-generic bran-a 
ches of !riX • For each X E T~a 
' 
pick any one b E G con-
,-vi a 
taining X and appoint a new ordinal to extend b in T 
IX 
It is clear that for each a 9 T~a 
.....,I is an a-tree 9 so T = 
U < T ~r1 is an r~J 1 -tree. Suppose IX W1"" there is a (maximal) anti-
chain of T of cardinality IJJ 1 . Let A be the <L-least 
such, where ~ denotes the canonical, definable, well-order 
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of L • Let M be the smallest M-<L containing T • As w2 ....... 
A is L -definable from T 
w2 A E M By lemma 1 ' a. = 
(!) 1 nM E w1 . Let TT : M-:::: L 
- y • Then nfa. = id ra. 
' 
n(w 1 ) = a., 
and n(A) =Af!a. and n(T) 
,..., = ~let . Also, Ly I= "Af!a. is a 
maximal antichain of Tja." 
' 
so An a. really must be a maxi-,.... 
L 
mal antichain of T ra. Since Ct = UJ y and Lf( a.) I= "a. is ,..., 1 
countable", y < f(a.) • Hence Ly := Lf(a.) • But D = 
[x E ~ta. I ( a E A f!a)(a_sTx)} E LY • Hence D E Lf(a.) • But 
clearly, D is a dense (open) subset of Hence bEG 
("j, 
-+bnD/¢. Thus every element of T lies above a member a. 
of An rt • It follows at once that A = An a. , a contradic-
tion. QED. 
The First Construction 
We construct a Souslin tree T in L with the property that T 
has at most one '.\J 1-branch in any cardinal absolute extension of 
L • This construction is also due to Jensen, but has not been 
published elsewhere except buried deep in the combinational quag-
mire of the Jensen-Johnsbraten paper [4]. 
Theorem 4 (Jensen) 
Assume V = L • There is a Souslin tree T such that TIL 11 T has 
,.,)1 rw 
exactly one 1.1.! 1- branch" • 
Proof: We construct an eJ 1-tree T by recursion on the levels 
so that !ta. is an a-tree for each a. < w1 • The elements 
of T will be sequences of positive rational numbers. If 
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s E T and t ~ s , then t E T , and we will have s <Tt 
iff s c t • Hence ht(s) = length(s) for each s E T • 
,.... 
In order to state the further requirements on the construction, 
we require some notation. 
If X is a set of rationals, ~X denotes the supremum of all 
finite partial sums if it exists, co otherwise. If s, t are 
sequences of rationals, and ~ E On , we define r (s,t) = 
~ 
l:a<v<min(lh(s) lh(t)) !s(v)-t(v) I , and set r.(s,t) = r0 (s,t) • 
- ' 
We carry out the construction of T so that at each stage 
a~ .::;: t'J 1 : 
(a) if s,t E T~~ , then 
,...., 
~( s' t) < co ; 
(b) if y < 6 < ~, lim(o), and s,t E T0 , then 
l:(s,t) . 
(c) if y < 6 <a, s 0 , ••• ,sm E TY, s 0 <T t 0 E T0 , and q is 
any given rational, there are t 1 , ••• ,tm E T0 such that 
si ,:::T ti , i = 1, ••• ,m, and ry(ti,tj) < q for all 
0 .:: i,j < m . 
We set T = [,0} If T is defined, set T 1 = [s'"'(q)!sET 0 Ci, ~+ Ci, 
and q is a rational} • Suppose lim(~) and T ~Ci. is de-,.... 
fined. Let f(a) be the smallest ordinal such that a,T~a E 
""" 
L ( )-< L f CL w1 By lemma 1 ' f(a) is always defined, and clearly 
Lf(a) l=uCL is countable". Also, Lf (d) is a model of all the 
axioms of ZFC except the power set axiom. Define a poset 
IP in L as follows. Put < g ,h) f( r:t,) into IP iff g :u ... TY 
a , h~!u] 2 ... Q (the for some finite u c l'J and some y < 
rationals), where [u] 2 = { [i, j} I i, j E u & i I j} as usual, 
and r(g(i),g(j)) < h(i,j) for each [i,j1 E [u] 2 (where we 
write h(i,j) for h([i,j})). If (g,h),(g' ,h' I ~ JP , set 
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(g' ,h') _:: (g,h) iff dom(g) ~ dom(g') & h c h' & (ViE dom(g)) 
(g(i) ~T g'(i)). Let G~ be the <L-least subset of F which 
is Lf(a)-generic for F • Set~ bi = [g(i) I 311[(g,h) E G]} and 
s. = ub. for each i E lU, and let h = U[h' l3:g((g,h') EG]}. 
l l 
Everything now depends upon the following: 
Claim: ( i) h : [ m] 2 .... Q • 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
each 
!~~ c 
i I j 
i I j 
if A 
then 
b. 
l 
is an ~-branch of 
u.E b. • l L'!.J l 
.... b. I b. • l J 
..... L:(s.,s.) .:: h(i,j) 
l J 
E Lf(~) is a maximal 
i E L:J .... Anb. I¢ 
l 
!1~ . 
anti chain of !~a 
(vii) if i I j and S <a, then L:(si~s,sj~S) < 
L:(si,sj) • 
(viii) condition (c) continues to hold. 
' 
The proof of the claim is straightforward, and we omit the details. 
Condition (c) is the key to proving the various density assertions 
from which the various parts of the claim follow. 
Set T = u < T~a. , an u; 1-tree. a. lU1"' 
claim, an argument as in theorem 3 
By condition (vi) of the above 
shows that T is Souslin. 
,..., 
Suppose that W is an extension of the universe in which T has 
,..., 
two w1-branches, b, b' • By condition (b) of the construction, 
<r(b~a.9b' !'a,) 1 ~<cur & lim(~)> is a strictly increasing sequence 
L w of reals. Hence w1 < w1 • Thus ! is as required. I 
Corollary 5 
Assume V = L 
T such that 
,...., 
Let n E £1,2,3, ••• ,w} . There is a Souslin tree 
" T1j-" T 
,..,I ,..., has exactly t'J 1- branches". 
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Proof: Immediate. Simply take the disjoint unio of ~ copies 
of the tree constructed above. 
The Second Construction 
Theorem 6 
Assume v = L There is a Souslin tree T such that 
, 
Tlf- 11 T has 
,...._,t! ~ 
exactly w1 w1-branches and every point of 
y 
branch of T". 
"""' 
Proof: We construct an w1-tree T by recursion on the levels. 
The elements of T will be countable sequences of O's and 
1 1 s. If sET and t c s then t E T, and we will have 
s <T t iff s c t • Hence ht(s) = lh(s) for each s E T • 
"""' 
If s E T and a < lh(s) , we denote by s[a] the part of s 
left when s~cr is removed. The construction is carried out 
to preserve the following conditions: 
( §) if lim( a) and s 9 t c: T then for some y < cr, s[y] = '- cr 9 
t[y] . 
('l') if lim( ct) and s E T and t E 2Ct is such that 
a 
t ~y E T and sCyJ = t[y] for some y < a , then t E T • ()" 
Set T = [,0} If T is defined, set Tcr+1 = [s""'< i) Is E T 0 c. (J, 
& i E 2} . Finally, suppose lim(cr) and :£Jcr is defined. 
Let f(cr) be the smallest ordinal such that a, ~~a E Lf(a.) 
~ L 9 just as in Theorem 4. Let b be U.J1 
~~a , and for definiteness let us assume 
such. Set s = Ub 9 and let G = [t E 2cx.! 
T ~cr.. & t [ y ] = s [ y ] ) } • 
,...., 
Lf(a)-generic for 
b is the ~-least 
(:B:y<a)(tty E 
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Claim: (i) if t E G ~ then [t ~v I v <a.} is an a.-branch of 
(ii) 
!~a. which is Lf(a.)-generic for 
! ~a. 5 ( t ~v I t E G & v < a} • 
(iii) ~ and ~ continue to hold. 
The proof of this claim is straightforward, and will thus be 
omitted. It uses ~ , of course, and the fact that Lf(a) is a 
model of (a ridiculously small fragment suffies here!) ZFC minus 
Power Set. 
Set l.r = u < Tro. 
' 
an w1-tree. If lim( o,) and s E T 
' 
then 
rv a w1rv 0'. 
s is the union of an Lf(a)-generic b.ranch of T ~a ,._,I so exactly 
as in theorem 3 we see that T is Souslin. By ( ~) ... I !I~"! 
has at least w1 w1-branchesn. Suppose that, in V(1'_) 
' 
there 
w1-branches. Let b be one of them, and let J be 
the set of the remaining ones. For each d E J , define a func-
tion kd: Z .... w1 , where Z = [a.Ew 1 llim(a.)}, as follows. By 
(g) , set kd(a.) = the least y < a. such that (b~a.)[y] = 
(d~a.)[y] • (We are here identifying b and d with their unions 
for convenience.) Now, kd(a) <a for each a. E Z , so by a 
well-knovvn theorem of Fodor (see Devlin [1J, (Chapter 3, Theorem 4) 
there is a stationary set Xd 5 Z such that for some fixed ordi-
Since ! J ~ = w2 
' 
we can assume that d, d' E J implies Yd = 
Yav = y 
' 
say. But then d, d' E J implies dfv 1 d' rv 
' 
which 
is absurd, since !2Yl = w1 . QED. 
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The Third Construction 
Theorem 7 
y 
Assume V = L . There is a Souslin tree T such that T!I-"T is 
.......,:[ """' 
Kurepa". 
Proof: We again construct ! ~ an w 1 -tree~ by levels recursion. 
The elements of T will be countable ordinals, and we shall 
have a <T S _, a < 8 , and for each a , ! jcY. will be an a.-
tree. Set T0 = [0} If T0 is defined, obtain Ta+ 1 by 
appointing two new ordinals to succeed each member of T 
a 
Suppose then that lim(a) and Tra is defined. Let f(a) 
,...., . 
be the least ordinal such that a, !~a E Lf(a)<Lw 1 • Since 
is countable, for each x E T ~a we can find an a-
""" 
branch bx of !~a which is Lf(a)-generic for ·r~a , Let 
be, in fact, the <1 -least such, for each x E T ~a , 
""" 
Let 
= [b 1 b c T ra 
-"" 
and for some automorphism TT of such 
that rr E Lf(a) , and some x E T 1\a. 0 b = rr"b 1 • ,...., I , X- Clearly, 
if b E G , then b 
a 
easily seen that any 
is an a-branch of T~a 
"'"' 
b E G will in fact be 
(~ 
It is also 
Lf(a)-generic 
for T~a • Obtain T by appointing a new ordinal to extend 
,...., a. 
each member of G~ Note that any automorphism of in 
extends uniquely to an automorphism of T ta + 1 • ,...., 
Set T = U c.<w 1! ~a , an tt! 1-tree. It is easily seen that T 
is Souslin, the argument being exactly as in Theorem 3 again. 
The theorem turns on the following 
Claim. There is a family J of automorphisms of T 
such that whenever rr E J , there is a closed unbounded 
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set 0 c w1 such that a E 0 -+ lim( a) and whenever 
X E T 
a 
a E 0 s TT 1 E J & TT' I TT -+ TT' (x) I n(x) • 
Leaving aside the proof of the claim for the time being, let us 
see how this implies our theorem. Let b be any w1-branch of 
T in V(~) • Let b(rr) = -;rilb for each TT E J If TT I TT' 
' 
then clearly b(n) I b(n') Hence [b(n) !n E J} is a set of 
w2 distinct branches of T whence T is Kurepa. 
We now turn to the proof of the claim. The basic idea is that 
used by Solovay in order to construct a Kurepa family in L (see 
De~ [1],0hapter 4, or~ [3]). 
Let J be a maximal family of automorphisms of T with the pro-
perty stated in the claim. We show that jJj = w2 Suppose not. 
Then we can assume that J is the <L-1east such set. Thus f, 
T, J are all L -definable. Let (n..., I a< w1 > be the <L-1east 
,.,., w2 "" 
enumeration of J (where we do not preclude the possibility that 
this sequence has repetitions or even consists of the identity 
function only). We shall find an automorphism TT of T and a 
closed unbounded set 0 c w1 such that ( 5 E 0 & x E T0 & a< w1 ) -+ 
TT (x) I n(x) • Since J U [n} will then clearly have the proper-
a 
ty of the claim and will properly extend J , we shall have a con-
tradiction with the choice of J , and hence be done. 
Define a chain of submodels 
as follows: 
X0 = the smallest 
xv+1 = the smallest 
XY = u X , if lim(y) \l<y \) 
For each v < w1 , let 
w 1 n Xv = a.,_, ( say) , and 
X0 -< X1 -< ••• -< X -<: ••• -<L \) w2 
such that X U [X 1 c X 
v v· 
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strictly increasing, continuous sequence in w1 • Hence a (T) = v '""' 
T~o:. and o ((" !o:.<w1)) = <,. Ia. ! a<a.), where n,.}a.v is an 
,.._, V V 0:. CL V V u. 
automorphism of ::£Ja.v , of course. Also, o:.v = w~\~ ( v) and 
L ( 1= 11 o:. is countable", so 1.\J(v) < f(a. ) , each v < w1 • In f o:.v) ' v v 
particular, therefore, rr~~a.v E L 
u. f(a.v) for each a. < a.v , each v , 
recursion, a sequence e c e1 c ... ce c ... (\J < w1 ) such that 
o - - - v-
for each v 
' 
e is an automorphism of T l' o:. 
,.._,I \) in Lf(a.v) which v 
extends to a unique automorphism e, of 
v 
(VxET )(Va.<Cl )(n (x) f. 9'(x)) Then Clv v Cl v 
~~ r<a. +1) such that 
"' v 
TT = lJ < 9 and C = v w1 v 
[Clv ! v <w 1 } will be as sought, of course. Now, Lf( )~"a. is a a.o o 
countable limit ordinal and !~a.0 is an a.0 -tree", so we can de-
fine 90 inside Lf(ao) as: "the <1-least automorphism of ::£_~c.t 0 
such that (Vo:.<a. )(VxET~a. )(3:yET~c.t )!x<Ty & e (y) f. n (y)]." 0 ,.._, v ""\)- 0 a. 
In particular, Do:. = [x E ::£JCl 0 l e 0 (x) f. n Cl (x)} will be a dense sub-
set of T~Cl , 
"" 0 
nition of T 
Clo 
lying in Lf 1 ) , for each l..CX.o so by defi-
, each member of T Clo will lie above a member of 
D , whence we 
a 
shall have (Vx E T ) (VCl < CL ) ( TT (x) CX.o o a. ~ pro-
viding of course that 80 extends to Tr(Cl0 +1) • That eo does 
in fact so extend follows directly from the fact that 9 E L ( ) 
o f rt 0 
and the construction of T • If ev CX.o is defined, we define 
ev+1 ~ G~ similarly • Finally, suppose lim( v) and 80 ;:: e1 ::;: •. 
.. ~e;::... (s <\1) are defined. Let ev = us<\)es , an automor-
phism of T~cx. ( = u~< T~a.c) • It suffies to show that ev ELf(,.., )• 
'""' v '::> \)""' '::> u. \) 
Well. 8\ 1 is clearly definable from T~',.., (Cl l ~ < v') (rr "ex. I ' ......, l u.v ' r; ':> 9 Cll \) i 
Cl <a.\) (without using the power set axiom), so it suffices to 
show that each of these lies in Lf(Clv) • We know already that 
" and < TT a ~c.t\1 I Cl < cx.v > lie in L it remains to show T 10. so ""' \) f(Clv) ' L I (,.,) that < Cl.- ! S < V/ E Lf(av) • Since O:.t; = w1\f s for each s < \) ' s I 
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it suffices to show that (L¢(s) Is <v) E Lf(a.v) . Now, Lw(v) E 
Lf(a.v) , and so, working inside Lf(a.v) we may define a chain 
Y0-< Y1-< ,..<Yg< ••• ..(L 1Hv) (s < v) exactly as we defined 
<X,.. [ s < eJ 1 ) from L . But look, s w2 
could have used X 
v 
in place of L 
w2 
s < v .... 
in the 
Xg< X --< L so v w2 ' 
definitions of 
we 
<xs I s<v). Since a :X ~L,(), v v \1 v a simple induction argument 
shows that : X~ ~ Y ~ for all 
':> s 
s < v • But <Ys I s<v) E 
Lf(a.,) , so 
Lf ( a.v) • 
(a \Jxs) 
(L,H l::) 
QED. 
Is <v) =<(transitive collapse of Y~) Is< v) E 
Open Problem 
In constructing the tree which forces itself to be Kurepa, above, 
we necessarily made the tree have w2 automorphisms. Is it pos-
sible to construct (a) a Souslin tree with at most w1 automor-
phisms, or even better, (b) a Souslin tree with only the trivial 
automorphism, which forces itself to be Kurepa? These problems 
may not be very hard - we have not spent much time on them- but 
(b), in particular, looks quite tricky. 
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